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o We independently test the crater count isochrons for the Moon and Earth objects colliding with the Earth (Brown et al., 2002) to generate craters on the Mars (McEwen et al., 2005). Hence, accumulation of small craters on its ejecta likelyEarth objects colliding with the Earth (Brown et al., 2002) to generate craters on the
o We independently test the crater-count isochrons for the Moon and surface of the Moon and Mars Using the power-law distribution of projectile diameters in reflect a primary crater population. Counts are conducted in a ~5 km2 area and yield ansurface of the Moon and Mars Using the power-law distribution of projectile diameters in
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Figure 3, we use a Monte Carlo simulation to model crater populations (see Williams et al., age of ~0.9 Ma. A crater population is again generated with the model for the sameFigure 3, we use a Monte Carlo simulation to model crater populations (see Williams et al.,

the Earth. 2010; 2012 for details). The number of objects is scaled by factor 2.6 for Mars. Velocity duration and surface area, now accounting for deceleration, ablation, and fragmentation in2010; 2012 for details). The number of objects is scaled by factor 2.6 for Mars. Velocitythe Earth. 2010; 2012 for details). The number of objects is scaled by factor 2.6 for Mars. Velocity
distributions for the Moon and Mars are from Marchi et al (2009) and Davis (1993)
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t t l ti ith M t C l d l respectively. population yields a similar age.respectively. Deceleration, ablation, and fragmentation are accounted for in Mars’generate crater populations with a Monte Carlo model. respectively. p p y grespectively. Deceleration, ablation, and fragmentation are accounted for in Mars
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o The resulting modeled crater size-frequency distributions (SFD’s) g q y ( )
are similar to crater counts conducted on the Moon and Mars usingare similar to crater counts conducted on the Moon and Mars using 
only small craters on young surfacesonly small craters on young surfaces.
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1. Introduction1. Introduction

R di t i d f A ll d L l l t d ith tRadiometric and exposure ages from Apollo and Luna samples, correlated with craterp g p p ,
populations have anchored the lunar cratering chronology enabling systems of modelpopulations, have anchored the lunar cratering chronology enabling systems of model

t t ti i h t b d l dcrater retention age isochrons to be developed.g p
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Figure 6: (left) Zunil crater and (center) count area (blue outline) in HiRISE image
Figure 3: (left) The flux of small near-Earth objects
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PSP_001764_1880. (right) Log-differential plot of Deff for crater counts (blue) and model

colliding with the Earth from Brown et al. (2002). The results (red) for the corresponding surface area and timeg ( )
equation represents the power-law fit to the data
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equation represents the power-law fit to the data
(bl k li ) ( i ht) Si l t d 10 M ld t d(black line). (right) Simulated 10 Myr old cratered( ) ( g ) y
surface with no atmosphere and the present-daysurface with no atmosphere and the present day

ti t h (6 b ) f th i iti lmartian atmosphere (6 mbar) for the same initial
projectilesprojectiles.

3 A ll 16 N h R C3. Apollo 16: North Ray Crater3. Apollo 16: North Ray Crater

North Ray crater was selected for its relatively young age constrained to be ~50 Ma byy y y g g y
cosmic ray exposure ages of Apollo 16 samples collected at station 11 (Arvidson et alcosmic ray exposure ages of Apollo 16 samples collected at station 11 (Arvidson et al.,
19 ) W l d ll 0 1 k 2 d ( ll 22 ) d O1975). We selected a small, 0.1 km2, study area (all craters  22 m) to conduct counts. Our) , , y ( )
counts yield an age of 58 9  11 Ma consistent with Hiesenger et al (2012) We thencounts yield an age of 58.9  11 Ma consistent with Hiesenger et al (2012). We then

t d l ti f t i d l f 58 9 M i d f ti d 0 1generated a population of craters using our model, for a 58.9 Ma period of time and a 0.1g p p g , p
km2 area The resulting SFD of the model craters gives a similar age of 57 2  11 Makm area. The resulting SFD of the model craters gives a similar age of 57.2  11 Ma.

House RockHouse Rock

Fi 1 L t i h l f N k t l (2001) (bl k) d t d bFigure 1: Lunar cratering chronology of Neukum et al. (2001) (black) updated by
Hiesinger et al (2012) (red points)Hiesinger et al. (2012) (red points).

Crater count isochrons are established for Mars by accounting for the difference inCrater-count isochrons are established for Mars by accounting for the difference in
Fi 7 C l ti t f f (l ft) D d ( i ht) i di id l t f taverage impact velocity and gravity on scaling crater diameters and a scaling factor Figure 7: Cumulative crater frequency of (left) Deff and (right) individual craters for crateraverage impact velocity and gravity on scaling crater diameters and a scaling factor

accounting for the Mars/Moon impact ratio R assumed to be 2 6 by Hartmann
g y ( ) eff ( g )

counts (blue) and model results (red) using the Craterstats2 software tool (Michael andaccounting for the Mars/Moon impact ratio, Rbolide, assumed to be 2.6 by Hartmann counts (blue) and model results (red) using the Craterstats2 software tool (Michael and
N k 2009)(2005) due to Mars’ closer proximity to the asteroid belt. Neukum, 2009).( ) p y

5. Conclusions5. Conclusions
Figure 4: (left) Apollo 16 traverse map based on the Apollo 16 Traverses Lunar Photomap
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Figure 4: (left) Apollo 16 traverse map based on the Apollo 16 Traverses Lunar Photomap,
Editi 1 Sh t 78D2S2(25) (NASA/USGS) ( i ht) A t t J h Y th i f • Crater counts on the Moon and Mars using small craters in a limited area could beEdition 1, Sheet 78D2S2(25) (NASA/USGS). (right) Astronaut John Young on the rim of g

matched by modeling crater populations generated with the observed annual flux ofNorth Ray crater during EVA 3 (image AS 16-106-17336 NASA) matched by modeling crater populations generated with the observed annual flux of
j til i th t t i l t h

North Ray crater during EVA 3 (image AS 16 106 17336, NASA).
projectiles in the terrestrial atmosphere.p j p

• Confirms isochrons are capable of providing useful ages for the Moon and Mars usingConfirms isochrons are capable of providing useful ages for the Moon and Mars using
l ll t fonly small craters on young surfaces.

• Cratering rate on average is same over at least last 50 MyrCratering rate on average is same over at least last 50 Myr.
I h l d it d t d i t l i t SFD• Isochron slope and magnitude represent a predominately primary crater SFD.
• Steep branch not a result of secondary cratersSteep branch not a result of secondary craters.

Mars/Moon impact ratio assumed by Hartmann (2005) of 2 6 near true value• Mars/Moon impact ratio assumed by Hartmann (2005) of 2.6 near true value.
• Secondary craters have been shown to likely be prevalent on planetary surfaces (e.g.H R k Secondary craters have been shown to likely be prevalent on planetary surfaces (e.g.

McEwen et al 2005; McEwen and Bierhaus 2006) Future work will explore theHouse Rock McEwen et al., 2005; McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006). Future work will explore the
secondary crater signal in crater populations.secondary crater signal in crater populations.
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